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Sefiras Ha’omer Counter 
By Torah Umesorah Lakewood Teacher Center 

 
Grade Level: Middle School, High School 
 
Description: 
This sefira chart is all inclusive as well as 
extremely hands on! The chart comes with the 
bracha and harachaman preprinted.  A strip with 
the text for the entire week is stapled on the side. 
In pockets on the back of the chart are number 
cards. Every night two cards are affixed to the 
front of the card to display the number being 
counted. At the bottom of the chart is a week by 
week calendar graph. This is an excellent 
resource for an older grade class that is counting 
with a bracha. It can also be enlarged for 
classroom use. The colored version does not 
have the harachaman or the calendar graph. 
 
What to download: 

 Download the print-ready PDF file in color or black and white (includes lesson 
plan/instructions). 

 Download the editable Publisher file in color or black and white (Does not include 
lesson plan). 

 
Goals/Objectives: 
Students will change the numbers on the chart to mark the day being counted. They will 
use the text to say the Sefira correctly.  
 
Materials Needed: 

 Cardstock 

 Laminator 

 Scissors 

 Velcro 

 Stapler 

 2 pockets or envelopes 
 
Instructions: 

1. Print the chart on cardstock and laminate. 
2. Print, laminate and cut out the number cards. Attach the soft side of Velcro to the 

back of each card. 
3. Place a rough piece of Velcro on the front of the chart on the empty number 

squares.  
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4. Use the Publisher files to edit the week strips to match the dates of the year. 
Print the strips on paper. 

5. Cut out the week strips. Pile the strips with the first week on top and the last 
week on the bottom. Place on the matching spot on the chart. Attach at the top 
with the stapler (use only one or two staples). 

6. Attach the pockets to the back of the chart. Place the numbers 0-4 in one pocket. 
The other numbers should be placed in the other pocket. 

7. Beginning with 01 the students choose two numbers from the pockets to display 
the count. The numbers should be switched nightly. 

8. At the end of the week, the top week strip should be ripped off to reveal the next 
week’s text. 














